Integrating information retrieval and data mining to discover project team coordination patterns
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Abstract

This study integrates information retrieval and data mining techniques to discover project team coordination patterns from project documents written in Chinese. The coordination pattern of a project team describes the project execution process, including task category, execution sequence and duration, as well as the team member cooperation. The integration comprises two phases. The first phase extracts the most relevant keywords describing tasks executed by projects from unstructured or semi-structured documents using the mutual information estimate and the term weighting system. A concept hierarchy tree generated using the hierarchical clustering technique represents multiple levels of task categories. The second phase discovers project team coordination patterns through sequential pattern analysis. The proposed approach obtains encouraging results by mining coordination patterns from information system development projects. In the present era of the knowledge economy, the application of groupware to facilitate team coordination and collaboration streamlines the collection and analysis of project documents throughout the project life cycle. A project manager can visualize the project execution process of a team, and can anticipate the project outcomes based on discovered team coordination patterns. Accordingly, the proposed approach can be adapted to team projects that share certain characteristics with information system development projects.
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1. Introduction

A teamwork approach for executing projects involves various roles and tasks conducted within a period of time. Numerous business practices, for example new product development, information system development, and so on, adopt the teamwork approach. Applying groupware to facilitate team coordination and collaboration streamlines the collection and analysis of project documents throughout the project life cycle. Team coordination patterns can be retrieved from these electronic documents, which may be either semi-structured or unstructured. The coordination pattern of a project team describes the project execution process, including the task category, se-
quence and duration, and the cooperation degree among team members. For example, consider an information system (IS) development project, which generally includes such tasks as requirement determination, modeling data and processes, database and interface design, implementation, testing, installation, and documentation [11], that has been completed by seven team members (e.g., $A_1$, $A_2$, ..., $A_7$) in six weeks. During the first two weeks, two system analysts (e.g., $A_1$, $A_2$) worked together to identify customer requirements, and design data flow diagrams (DFD) and entity relation diagrams (ERD). The next two weeks were used for prototyping the system after designing the database and completing the structure charts. The other four members (e.g., $A_2$, $A_3$, $A_4$, $A_5$) took charge of these tasks. During the final two weeks, the finished system was tested, installed, and cut over to users. The main tasks, namely system testing, document editing, and user training, were performed by team members $A_1$, $A_4$ and $A_7$. The discovery of coordination patterns may help the project management to assign tasks, allocate resources, and evaluate performance.

Techniques adopted for identifying team coordination patterns require joint efforts from researchers on information retrieval and data mining. Efforts to design methods for retrieving information from unstructured documents were presented in the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC, http://trec.nist.gov/). Data mining involves the exploration and analysis of large quantities of data to discover meaningful patterns and rules using automatic or semiautomatic methods [2]. Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is a non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [7]. The KDD process can be divided into five phases: selection, preprocessing, transformation, data mining, and interpretation and evaluation. Common model functions in the current data mining practice include classification, regression, clustering, summarization, dependency modeling, link analysis, and sequential pattern analysis. However, KDD research has focused on structured data; thus existing KDD tools are of limited usefulness in mining knowledge from unstructured or semi-structured documents [8,9].

This work attempts to integrate information retrieval and data mining techniques for generalizing, visualizing, and forecasting project team coordination patterns. The integration of information retrieval and data mining techniques is conducted in two phases. During the first phase, approaches developed in research on information retrieval are employed to label each document with a set of keywords that represent the main concepts extracted from the document. These keywords are converted to a structured format, and represent the tasks, participants, resources, and time involved in the project execution. After obtaining the structured project description, the second phase is conducted, which applies sequential pattern analysis to generalize the coordination patterns, and then displays them in graphic user interfaces. Sequential pattern analysis is a data mining technique that generalizes sequential patterns from transactions occurring in different time periods. A project manager can compare the progress of on-going projects with the generalized coordination patterns to predict the project outcomes. The integration of information retrieval and data mining techniques contributes to the discovery of project team coordination patterns by using sequential pattern analysis. The integration of the aforementioned two techniques for mining knowledge from unstructured or semi-structured documents sheds light on project management.

Research on the PLANMINE system relates closely to the present study [23]. The PLANMINE sequence mining algorithm predicts plan failures based on extracted event patterns. Each plan is labeled as good or bad depending on whether it succeeds or fails to achieve its goals. PLANMINE attempts to find event sequences that can be used to confidently predict plan failure. First, the planner uses simulation to generate a database of good or bad plans. These plans are fed into the mining engine to identify event patterns of bad plans, which are used to fix the plan and prevent failures. The pattern generation and plan modification loop is executed repeatedly until no further improvement is obtained. Second, the high confidence patterns are used to generate a plan monitor that notifies a plan manager before the failure of a new plan. PLANMINE was demonstrated using two planning applications: TRIPS and IMPROVE. TRIPS is a collaborative planning system for designing an evacuation plan by using simulation and data mining for plan analysis. IMPROVE first simulates a plan repeatedly and calls PLANMINE to extract high confidence rules for predicting plan failure. IMPROVE then
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